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Brigham Young University
April 22, 2021
5:00 p.m.
Marriott Center
# Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Performer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welcome</td>
<td>James Porter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invocation</td>
<td>Amanda Barrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Address</td>
<td>Christina Blackmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal Solo</td>
<td>Chad Mourino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Beales, accompanist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>By John Edgar Gould</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arr. by R. Ross Boothe and Michelle Boothe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Address</td>
<td>Alexis Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks</td>
<td>James Porter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benediction</td>
<td>Benton Tullis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following students were chosen by their departments as exemplary student representatives. The speakers and prayers have been selected from among these students.

Alyssa May Baer, from Holladay, Utah, is graduating summa cum laude in public health with an emphasis in health promotion and a minor in digital humanities and technology. She is the daughter of Steven and Heidi Baer. Alyssa is a member of the BYU Honors Program and defended an undergraduate honors thesis which explored the orphan crisis in Zambia and led to the design of an interdisciplinary social impact and public health program evaluation for Mothers Without Borders. She has been a teaching assistant and research assistant in the Public Health Department and also completed the Ballard Scholar for Social Impact program. She was recognized as the Public Health: Health Promotion Student of the Year in 2020. Alyssa competed in the national Society for Public Health Education student case competition, where she and her teammates received second place. She loves to combine her passion for community development and women's health issues with her love for graphic design to create effective educational materials. Her long-term goals are rooted in a desire to facilitate better communication and collaboration between the nonprofit, business, and government sectors to inspire innovative, research-based progress on social issues. After graduation, she will continue as the impact evaluation specialist for Mothers Without Borders and will pursue a graduate degree in public health. She hopes to focus her graduate education on maternal and child health issues and evaluation methods.

Amanda Aamodt Barrett, from Pleasant Grove, Utah, is graduating summa cum laude in biological science education. She is the daughter of Cherylnn Johnson Aamodt and the wife of Jonathan Barrett. Amanda served in the Illinois Chicago Mission. She received the Abrelia C. Hinckley scholarship for academics and service. She was a teaching assistant in evolutionary biology and in the molecular biology lab. She was also a research assistant in biological science education. Amanda has always enjoyed working with youth, which is why she chose to become a teacher. She is particularly passionate about helping young women become interested in STEM careers. In her free time, Amanda enjoys baking, biking, and visiting national parks with her husband. After graduation, she will work as a teacher in Utah County and will start a family.

Christina Michelle Blackmon, from Everett, Washington, is graduating summa cum laude in exercise science. She is the daughter of Albert and Ramona Blackmon. Christina received full-tuition academic scholarships as well as other outside funding to pursue her education. She is constantly amazed by how the human body works, and anatomy and physiology were her favorite college classes. Christina competes as a heptathlete on the BYU track team. She thanks God every day for the opportunity she has had to live out her dream as she attends BYU and progresses as an athlete. She is a firm believer that the keys to success in life are faith, charity, and hard work. She lives by the adage “If you can dream it, you can do it.” After graduation, she will begin the BYU master’s program in exercise sciences.

Kristina Lyn Cass, from Batavia, Ohio, is graduating cum laude in environmental science with a minor in geospatial science and technology. She is the daughter of Roger and Melissa Cass. Kristina came to BYU as a National Merit Scholar and received other scholarships, including the Abrelia C. Hinckley scholarship. She worked in an environmental research lab and was included as a coauthor on a journal article published in Restoration Ecology. She was an officer of the Environmental Science Club for three years. Kristina's hobbies include doing word puzzles and making music and art. After graduation, she plans to move back east and become an environmental scientist, researching plant invasions and how geographic information systems can be used to monitor and mitigate them.

Alexis Marie Gardner, from Henderson, Nevada, is graduating summa cum laude in nutritional science. She is the daughter of Kelly and Sara Gardner. Alexis worked as a teaching assistant in the anatomy lab. She was also involved in mentored research and received three CURA grants and two Undergraduate Research Awards from BYU. She presented her research in nutrition at the 2020 ObesityWeek international conference. She also participated in cancer research and was a fellow of the BYU Simmons Center for Cancer Research. Another opportunity she enjoyed was a Public Health Department study abroad program in Uganda to learn about the health care system there. After graduation, she plans to pursue an advanced degree in the health care sector.
Emma Stucki, from Yakima, Washington, is graduating summa cum laude in microbiology with a minor in Italian. She is the daughter of Dan and Julianna Stucki. Learning a second language was an important goal for Emma, and she participated in the study abroad program in Siena, Italy. She also interned at a nonprofit for refugees in Rome. She learned to love Italy and its culture and spent three years as the Italian Club president. Emma was also a member of the Yoga Club and taught a weekly yoga class for the club after becoming a certified yoga instructor. Her other interests include hiking, skiing, cooking, and hanging out with her chocolate lab, Freddie. After graduation, she will take some time off before applying to medical school. She would eventually like to deliver high-quality medical care to rural communities in Washington.

Benton Christopher Tullis, from Spokane, Washington, is graduating summa cum laude in physiology and developmental biology. He is the son of Christopher and Stacey Tullis and the husband of Madeleine McWhorter Tullis. Benton served in the Germany Berlin Mission. He is a member of Phi Kappa Phi. He has been involved in research since his freshman year and received a CURA grant and a Physiology and Developmental Biology Department scholarship for his work in the lung and placenta research lab. He has had the opportunity to publish his research multiple times. One of his favorite and most rewarding experiences was being a teaching assistant in organic chemistry, biochemistry, and reproductive physiology. He was awarded the Garth L. Lee Teaching Scholarship for receiving top reviews from students and professors. In his free time, he loves going on trail runs with his wife, playing basketball with his two younger brothers, and reading a good book. After graduation, he will attend medical school.

Music Performers

Joseph Landon Beales, from Roosevelt, Utah, is graduating in nutritional science. He is the son of Jason and Amy Beales. Joseph served in the Chile Santiago North Mission. He was a teaching assistant in organic chemistry and genetics and was also a research assistant. He received several academic awards, including the National Merit Scholarship, the College of Life Sciences Research Award, and other scholarships from the Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Science Department. As the second of 11 children, he enjoys spending time with family and friends as well as participating in sports such as soccer, tennis, and running. After graduation, he plans to apply to medical school.

Chad Angel Mourino, from the Woodlands, Texas, is majoring in nutritional science. He is the son of Brian Mourino and Leila Jensen and the husband of Olivia Mellor. Chad served in the Australia Melbourne Mission and taught at the Provo Missionary Training Center. He is a member of the BYU Concert Choir. Chad is also involved in mentored research on diabetes. He and Olivia were married in February of this year, and they love to cook and eat good food together. He also plays tennis and relaxes on the weekends. He recently started learning Spanish and hopes to attend medical school and use his future career to help people of all cultures.
University Honors

Students graduating with university honors have completed several interdisciplinary general education courses, performed educational service or studied in a foreign setting, written an interdisciplinary essay and a thesis, and defended their thesis in their major discipline.

DECEMBER 2020
Skylar Franklin Van Horne
Major: Biophysics
Thesis: Biological Pretreatment of Biomass for Enhanced Biogas Production

APRIL 2021
Alyssa May Baer
Major: Public Health
Michaela Anne McCown
Major: Genetics, Genomics, and Biotechnology
Thesis: Lymphocyte Proteomics for Monitoring Long-Term Immune System Dynamics

JUNE 2021
Gerardo Gamino
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology
Thesis: Racial/Ethnic Minority Representation and Reporting in Guideline-Informing Heart Failure Clinical Trials

Gabriel Said Ghanadan
Major: Public Health
Thesis: Is a Social Determinants of Health Screening Tool Beneficial to Informing Physicians at Utah Family Practice Clinics?
Joseph Paul Sherman
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology
Thesis: Biology and Sociology: Organic Links in Maternal Morbidity and Mortality
Linda Loyda Ida Tovar
Major: Public Health
Thesis: Qualitative Analysis of Caregivers Receiving an Educational Intervention on RHD in Samoa
Abbey Johann Whitcomb
Major: Public Health

Nancy Rebecca Cox Wilson
Major: Molecular Biology
Thesis: On the Relationship of Diabetes and Sleep Apnea: Evolution and Epigenetics

Phi Kappa Phi

DECEMBER 2020
Samuel Blake Boggess
Damian Taylor Crow
Marlee Ray Evans
Zachary Troy Hamilton
Kameron Smith Ho Ching
Emily Katherine Hyde
Bradley James McNeely
Allison Xanthe Michas
Tanner Karl Nelson
Lauren Elizabeth Ney
Skylar Franklin Van Horne

APRIL 2021
Spencer Harris Asay
Tien-Chi Chang
Chandler Luke Eyre
Garrett Cort Griffin
Joseph Allen Hanny
Samuel Ray Himes
Matthew Grant Bybee Holdaway
Ethan Clark Izu
Michaela Anne McCown
Nathan Bruce Mella
Matthew Jack Mervis
Ella Louise Nysetvold
Samantha Layton Palmer
Bo Marshall Parker
Spencer Reece Peterson
Cardon James Porter
Sarah Janette Ricks
Daniel Armen Rose
Theran Jacob Selph, Jr.
Benton Christopher Tullis

JUNE 2021
Scott Dean Garrett
Lindsey Kathleen Olsen
Jamie Van Slooten
Holly Lesser Yuan

ROTC GRADUATES

Air Force ROTC

APRIL 2021
Hunter Layne Johnson

Army ROTC

APRIL 2021
Michael McBain Hagues
Parker LaMont Paramore
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Biology

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
APRIL 2021
Bryn Ellen St. Clair
Advisor: Jamie Jensen

JUNE 2021
Brandon Dallas Pickett
Advisor: Perry Ridge

AUGUST 2021
Scott Fillerup George
Advisor: Byron Adams
Dustin Brad Miller
Advisor: Stephen Piccolo
Trevor J Williams
Advisor: Jerry Johnson

Microbiology and Molecular Biology

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
DECEMBER 2020
Michael Andrew Olson
Advisor: David Erickson

APRIL 2021
Daniel Kurt Arens
Advisor: Julianne Grose
Antonio Solis Leal
Advisor: Brad Berge
Edwin Jesús Velázquez Espinosa
Advisor: Kim O’Neill

Physiology and Developmental Biology

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
AUGUST 2021
Ted Brenton Piorczynski
Advisor: Jason Hansen
Ya-Fang Tsai
Advisor: Juan Arroyo

Plant and Wildlife Sciences

WILDLIFE AND WILDLANDS CONSERVATION

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
JUNE 2021
Rebekah Louise Stanton
Advisor: Sam St. Clair

AUGUST 2021
Steven Bentley Bates
Advisor: Randy Larsen
David Richard Burchfield
Advisor: Steve Petersen
Hector Genaro Ortiz Cano
Advisor: Ryan Stewart

MASTER’S DEGREES

Biology

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
DECEMBER 2020
Robert James Erickson
Advisor: Seth Bybee
Joshua Clark Gilman
Advisor: Rick Gill
Nathan Richard St. Andre
Advisor: Mark Belk

JUNE 2021
Emily Lorine Davis
Advisor: Roger Koide
Natalie Anne Saxton
Advisor: Seth Bybee
Emily Marissa Aranda Weatherhead
Advisor: Roger Koide

Microbiology and Molecular Biology

MASTER OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2020
Alexander Keith Erikson
Advisor: Joel Griffitts

AUGUST 2021
Benjamin Hawthorne Ogilvie
Advisor: Rich Robison

Exercise Sciences

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
MASTER OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2020
Jaysex Alani Hatch
Advisor: Aaron Johnson

AUGUST 2021
Jessica Rose Collins
Advisor: Jayson Gifford
Jamie Puanani Bruno
Kaluhiokalani
Advisor: Robert Hylahd

HEALTH PROMOTION

MASTER OF SCIENCE
APRIL 2021
Klarissa Rae Wilkinson
Advisor: Larry Tucker

Microbiology and Molecular Biology

MASTER OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2020
Alexander Keith Erikson
Advisor: Joel Griffitts

APRIL 2021
Benjamin Hawthorne Ogilvie
Advisor: Rich Robison
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Science

DIETETICS

MASTER OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2020

Jessica Bailey Ashton
Advisor: James LeCheiminant
Annalisa Nora Freire
Advisor: Susan Fullmer
Amanda Karleen Gheen
Advisor: Pauline Williams
Mckenna Rachel Jones
Advisor: Emily Patten
Maria Melinda Morco Sieng
Advisor: Rickelle Richards

APRIL 2021

Stacie Heather Fleischer
Advisor: Susan Fullmer
Kaylee Cook Hickman
Advisor: Nathan Stokes
Nhi Tran
Advisor: Sarah Bellini

JUNE 2021

Sharee Leany Osborne
Advisor: Pauline Williams

FOOD SCIENCE

MASTER OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2020

Muriel Mercedes Allen
Advisor: Mike Dunn
Sydney Diver Szabo
Advisor: Laura Jefferies

APRIL 2021

Benjamin Todd Woodward
Advisor: Mike Dunn

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE AND DIETETICS

MASTER OF SCIENCE

APRIL 2021

Megan Michelle Austin
Advisor: Susan Fullmer

JUNE 2021

Emily Suzanne Krueger
Advisor: Jeff Tessem

Plant and Wildlife Sciences

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

MASTER OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2020

Elisa Anne Woolley
Advisor: Bryan Hopkins

APRIL 2021

Isak Lars Larsen
Advisor: Neil Hansen

JUNE 2021

Austin Paul Hopkins
Advisor: Neil Hansen
Gabriella Marie Lawson
Advisor: Zach Anderud

AUGUST 2021

Brian Charles Brown
Advisor: Ben Abbott

GENETICS AND BIOTECHNOLOGY

MASTER OF SCIENCE

JUNE 2021

Samuel Arnold Decker
Advisor: Craig Coleman
Kyle Charles Rawlinson
Advisor: Paul Frandsen
Emma Kate Wilcox
Advisor: John Chaston

WILDLIFE AND WILDLANDS CONSERVATION

MASTER OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2020

Benjamin William Hoose
Advisor: Matthew Madsen
Ryan Gary Howell
Advisor: Randy Larsen
Drew W Retherford
Advisor: Randy Larsen

APRIL 2021

Spencer Chad Camp
Advisor: Matthew Madsen
Ryan James Shields
Advisor: Steve Petersen
Mitchell Grant Thacker
Advisor: Matthew Madsen

JUNE 2021

Sydney Lamb
Advisor: Brock McMillan
Daniel W Sallee
Advisor: Brock McMillan
Heather Shipp
Advisor: Loreen Allphin Flinders
James Daniel Whittle
Advisor: Randy Larsen

AUGUST 2021

Elizabeth Marjorie Baum
Advisor: Todd Robinson
Mikiah Rayne Carver
McGinn
Advisor: Steve Petersen

Public Health

PUBLIC HEALTH

MASTER OF
PUBLIC HEALTH

DECEMBER 2020

Emmalene Beckstead
Advisor: Lori Spruance
Lauren Eliza Broadbent
Advisor: Robbie Chaney
Emily Kay Chahalis
Advisor: Jim Johnston
Shelly Marie Cooper
Advisor: Alisha Redelfs
Kiersten Brooke DeCook
Advisor: Josh West
Paola Gabriela Donoso Naranjo
Advisor: Benjamin Crookston
Josephine G McGhie
Advisor: Ali Crandall
Ryan Craig Moffat
Advisor: Jeff Glenn
Rachel O’Brien
Advisor: Lori Spruance

APRIL 2021

Emily Diane Allen
Advisor: Steve Thygerson
Natalie R Bennion
Advisor: Evan Thacker
Alexis Cheree Blackwelder
Advisor: Josh West
Sarah Kirsten Butler
Advisor: Ray Merrill
Malyne Cottam
Advisor: Chantel Sloan
Chantel Lundgren Daines
Advisor: John Beard
Evangeline Friedbaum
Advisor: Brianna Magnusson
Margaret McMullin Fullmer
Advisor: Cougar Hall
Danica Nicole Gibson
Advisor: Len Novilla
Mckayla Marin McConkie
Advisor: Alisha Redelfs
Noyra Melissa Quintana
Advisor: Carl Hanson
Britton Troy Reher
Advisor: Michael Barnes

JUNE 2021

Mindy N Jensen
Advisor: Randy Page
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Biology

BIODIVERSITY AND CONSERVATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2020
Ryan Norman Hyrum Fertig
Morgan Elyse Hansen
Katherine Michelle Jensen
Jennica Breann Kingsbury
Keith Robert Otto

APRIL 2021
Emma Rose Bird
Alexa Chamberlain
Sadie Ann Christensen
Elisabeth Ariana Jones
Davies
Camille Garner
Heather D Hansen
Mahealani Keelan Kaloi
Parker Lee Nielsen
Haley Kamila Sasso
Tori Sierra Simpson
Austen Daniel Walker
Clair Marie Wootan

JUNE 2021
Emma Louisa Houghton

BIOINFORMATICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2020
Elizabeth Cook Anderson
Matthew Elijah Cloward
Chelsie Breanne Minor

APRIL 2021
Daniel Duraes Machado
Brianna Belle Greenwood
Rachael Anne Hadden
Sara Anne Hamson
Samuel Ray Himes
Justin Jacob Hunt
Jacob Nathaniel Jensen
John Casey Jones
Benjamin Kevin Kimball
Nathan Bruce Mella
Taylor Elizabeth Meurs
Tatjana Theta Nashadka
Matthew Brady Neeley
Elle Louise Nysetvold
Bo Marshall Parker
Sarah Kathryn Orr Spittle
Isaac David Taylor
Emme Dunovan Tuft
Jacob Israel Walker
Calvin Scott Woods
Pierce Rourke Yeakley
Haley M Deppe
James Kawika Dipko
Spencer Eyriing Ellsworth
Stewart Kanekoa Evans
Julia Lynn Fairbanks
Austin P Gale
Sklar Joseph Henderson
Jonas David Hopper
Tanner Hunt
David Kelley Ivancovich
Raii Estelle Jenkins
Tristan Alexander Keck
Joseph Porter Kincheloe
Spencer Andrew Klatt
Carson Grant Leavitt
Marin Jeanne Low
Bryan Grant McOmber
Joshua Michael Miller
Milo Aaron Mitchell
Alexander Thys Palmer
Samantha Layton Palmer
Allison Cheryl Perkins
Spencer Reece Peterson
Corey Dean Philpot
James Davis Tunney Ridings
Spencer Nelson Ringwood
Matthew Ladd Rollins
Natalie Akemi Saito
Christopher Scott Sessions
Catherine Claire Snyder
Breckan Nyle Waite
May Wang
Chase Robert Wilcox
Jessica Wilkinson

JUNE 2021
Emily Serena Andrus
Connor Lloyd Atkinson
Brett James Babbel
Emma Elizabeth Barry
Joshua Ryan Cornia
Kennedy Paige Cribbs
Andrew Middo Denison
Jack Austin Diviney
Paul Julius Geilman
Aaron Christopher Graff
Rachel Autumn Harvey
Sariah Jane Lee
Abigail Jeanette Montierth
David J Patterson, Jr.
Elliot Edward Sherren
Kimball Caleb Spencer
Samuel Jeffrey Stowell
Kaelmae Topham
Mitchell Joseph Wilkins

AUGUST 2021
Erin Blair Baccarini
Todd Cannon Bowers
Madelyn Darlene Parker
Jessica Anne Roundy
Exercise Sciences

ATHLETIC TRAINING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2020

Elisa Valeria Barber
Crystal Lynn Copithorne
Mariah Anne Dawe
Adriana Marie Gage
Hannah Elizabeth Landy
Kathryn Rene Oyler

APRIL 2021

Jonathon Cahoon
Christine Lynnnise Duffy
Ethan Quinn Larsen
Katrina Elise Pineda
Leela Nadine Rowley
Marissa Claire Scott
Jessie Lynn Syndergaard
Jeffrey Milton Wilding

JUNE 2021

Maria Kana Goldsmith

AUGUST 2021

Madyson Marie Meeks

EXERCISE AND WELLNESS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2020

Sandra Esmeralda Aguayo Martinez
Leisel MLee Bahr
Blayke Stoker Baldwin
Alexis Rose Bergman
Aubrey Nicole Cottrell
Zachary Thomas Dawe
Amanda Ruth Delacruz
Deanna Julie Durrant
Samanta Marie Grena
Rebecca Lindsay Hardy
Sydney Romero Jenson
Emily Johnson
Julia Brynn Johnson
Alexis Kaufusi
Makenzie Dawn King
Monica Kommu
Sadie Kay Lambert
Jana Wall Lloyd
Ashley Carolyn Mcgregor
Lauren Elizabeth Ney
Dalton Kevin Nixon
Payden Stanley Pemberton
Jessica Brett Purdy
Jared Austin Seabock
Christopher Lee Severson
Morgan Elaine Skabelund
Zysha Nichol Smiley
Emely Smith
Lauren Adele Stankosky
Nathan Scott Teichert
Makenzie Tucker Thompson
Savannah G Warner
Aspen Shay Welch
Krista Jacobs Wilkins
Callia Sue Wittekind
Madilyn Star Yates
Sarah Jane Young

APRIL 2021

Z Philip Affleck
Abby Jo Alder
Toni Nicole Antonelli
Natalie Bangerter
Alexander Michael Barcello
Cambr DSL Anne Darnes
Emily Layne Brady
April Jean Burrup
Olivia Nicole Calvert
Ethan John Cannon
Katie Lynn Casper
Lily Elise Cherry
Mariah Bell Byington Clark
Mikayla Shae Colohan
Lauren May Curtis
Payge Monroe Cuthbertson
Saraih Mae Davis
Elise Wilson Dazey
Katherine Dorny
Tate Clarice Engelbrecht
Jordy Espinoza
Elizabeth Diane Ewens
Keilani Mele Fifiata-Lauti
Rebecca Leigh Francis
Lily Kathleen Franks
Rachel Anne Funk
Addilyn Gehrmich
Kylie Rhen Genetti
Alisha Nicole Gordon
Jane Haddock
Brynn Ann Hardy
Kaylie Mikelke Harmon
Andrea Gayle Haslam
Corrie Lynn Hendrickson
Bianna Lynn Hitchcock
Katherine Lenora Hitchcock
Reagan Jennifer Holmes
Erika Alexandra Howard
Madeline Margie Howard
Brinn M Jensen
Rylee Ann Jensen
Hunter Layne Johnson
Morgan Rae Knight
Laura Afton Layton
Jessica Elizabeth Lopez Cedeno
Ethan Wang-Hei Lui
Baylee Melissa Lyon
Jordyn Faith Matthews
Lolcsi Ann Mau'a
Ashley Nicole McPhie
Abigail Meriel Mongie
Rylee Grover Nally
Hannah Jade Near
Kendall Elizabeth Newbold
Heidi Oliphant
Whitni Orton
Kayla Marie Parker
Savannah Lee Porter
Mikkell Rapp
Atley Morgan Richards
Cassidy Smith
Kira Lorene Standring
Kyle Adam Sturr
Johnny Ta'alefili Taposoa
Paige Elizabeth Thomas
Cameron Elaine Tucker
Sarah Ann Paxman Tullis
Abraham Raul Valdez
Callie Ogletree Wakefield
Lisa Camille Walker
Nicole Randi Watts
Benjamin Todd Weese
Kristi Marie Whittingham
Breanna Gibson Williams
Malorie Bowen Wilwand
Benjamin Nichols Wright
Samantha Jean Yorgason
Daniel Isaiah Zamarripa
Jared Giovanni Zappettini
Jaclyn Rose Zylstra

JUNE 2021

Elizabeth Anne Adair
Jess Ryan Adams
Drew Robert Borgholthaus
Jaycie E Christensen
Iliesiu Piizaa Coinx
Marin Roe Curtis
Kayla McKee Cuvelier
Idalia Marianna Flores
Linnae Karolina Gardiner
Liberty Grace Gehring
Natalie Rameson George
Brittany Kaye Grimes
Cassidy A Harris
Aleva Vaimaua Hifo
Alexa Nicole Tenney Hill
Christian Kaye John
Madeleine Una Karrington
Akatzin Andres Lopez Paez
Earl Ieu Tuioti Mariner
Nicoe Merrill
Neil A W Pauu
Taylor Makenzie Purvis-Silva
Blanca Eden Ferman Romero
Hannah Lautula Swenson
Aolele Ruta Taulapapa
Temree Turner

AUGUST 2021

Babatomikwa Enioluwa Seun Adegoke
Dayne Kirkman Gardiner
Alec James Godwin
Abigail Grossen
Erika Lanae Hall
Breanna Michele Jones
Lauren Ashley LaCouture
Andrew James Loos
Holly Noelle Loos
Ella Mansur
Katie Elizabeth Mason
Kayla Elizabeth Mecham
Emma Kauana Osoiro
Mandi Elizabeth Palmer
Alyson Carter Smith

Exercise Sciences
Ana Iris Saucedo M
Tyson A Stoker
Tanner David Strauss
Jeddysiah J Tuiloma
Garrett Christopher Whiting

Microbiology and Molecular Biology

MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2020
Fabiola Alejandra Bermudez Escobedo
Robert Tanner Bowers
Chandler Ryan Bradley
Arden Joyce Clark
SharLee Michelle Estes
Ashlyn Hurst Goold
Weston Jared Larson
Brenna Morgan Wheeler Smyth
Heather Emma Spencer
Déborah Tsao
Hannah Bruno Whitaker
Dayoung Jess Yoon

APRIL 2021
Emily Marie Bird
Eryn Nicole Bodily
Valerie Massaglia Campbell
Elizabeth Ann Christensen
Natalie Gray Coleman
MiKayla Carol Sant Cook
Melissa Nelson Glade
Hylee Jeong
Sarah Laurel Judd
Down Kim
Elena Michelle Molina
Carli Rae Rowe
Jacqueline Nicole Shukis

MICROBIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2020
Chandler James Bagley
Chris Castro
Ashley Nicole Catmull
Tina Sandy Chanthakhoum
Lindsey Jean Clark
Jonathan Snow Daniels
Braeden Hatch Davies
Emily Claire Doxey
Stephen Lawrence Funk
Gabriella Mary Hendrickson
Johannah Rose Kennedy
Charles Edward Kreisel
Brett Ryan Martin
Bradley James McNeely
Kevin Walker Mock
Michael Anthony Moline II
Audra Desiree Packard
Ryan Andrew Perry

Noah Jonathan Quist
Mitchell Gary Rands
Devin Bryce Ririe
Kevin Thomas Torgersen
Crystal Jule Villalva

APRIL 2021
Seth Conrad Abrams
Tyler Joseph Alger
Colby Trevor Allen
Stacy Marie Allington
Jace Robert Anderson
Moroni Akiatan Ayala
Charlon Henry Bassett
James Kenley Baughan
Jared Anders Bertoldo
Benjamin Tuminez Bondoc
Lucy Christena Bowden
Matthew Joseph Brown
Daniel Alejandro Burrola
Youkyung Cho
Nicholas David Christian
Lane Nicholas Chronis
Megan Laurel Cicerone
Kimberly Michelle Coonce
Samuel Owen Cox
Kordell Peterson Crockett
Jackson Lee Downey
Courtney Ann Freestone
Emily Ann Goetz
Isis Jade Gordon
Carl Christian Gray
Brian Christian Grover
Savanah McCall Hardcastle
Madeleine Carole Hendricks
Jeffrey C Hendrickson
Andrew Reade Jensen
Mitchell Billy Johnson
Aubrey Lynn Rosvall Jones
Rachel Allison LeBaron
Elizabeth Lee
Semie Lee
Sally Hansen Lucero
Aileen Grace MacLachlan
Brian Robert Merrill
Claire Moore
Lindsey Ann Nelson
Nolan E Perns
Benjamin H Petersen
Nicholas Dee Petersen
Coy Nell Peterson
Cardon James Porter
Aniston Marie Quinlan
Joshua Laurence Reese
Reagan Eric Sandstrom
Kiley Alexander Sarabia
Daniel Weston Schaeffer
Shayna Nohealani Scott
Taranah Shariatmadari
Samuel Wallace Shumway
Spencer Bruce Shumway
Melissa Yuko Sperry
Emma Stucki
Mady Sereia Telford
Michael Edward Thomas
James Zachary Todd
Brendan David Tolk
Samuel Captain Wadsworth
Drake Christopher Watkins

Tyler Duane Wood
Alexander Nichols Wotring
Jace Stephen Yeoman
Sean Richard Zoaca

JUNE 2021
Christian Lund Beard
Makenna Karen Bloxham
Conor David Boyd
Emily Leeanne Cluff
Justyen Daniel Doney
Samuel Alejandro Flor
Job David Greenall
Silvia Marcela Herrera
Madison Ruth Jones
Christina Basel Fahmi Keshek
Brian Young-Sheik Kim
Maryanna Jozefina Kroska
Sara Lemon
Tanner Price Littleton
Kathryn Ruth Smith
Coby Bryan Soule
Savannah Memmott Summers
Jamie Van Slooten
Hannah Monet Winn
Samantha Worth Yost
Holly Lesser Yuen

AUGUST 2021
Kessler Mattison Baker
Spencer Douglas Beaudette
David Alex Catherly
DoYoung Kwon
Jacob Dean Niñez
Kyle Elizabeth Webber
Tyler Gregory Wimmer

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2020
Hannah Marie Ferguson Brown
Mark Jeffery Conley
Aimee Sue Ludwig
Addie Wallace Raymond
Alexa Belle Tall
Sarah Danielle Thompson

APRIL 2021
Anne Rachelle Babbitt
David Mario Bellini
Alexann Marie Bybee
Maleah Ann Cameron
Avery Quinn Goeckeritz
Christopher Joseph Haynie
Haley Michele Mickelson
Moe
Sarah Janette Ricks
Seth Bimson Wilson

JUNE 2021
Lauren Rose Cutler
Kristina Marie Kohler
Christopher Thomas O’Brien
Nancy Rebecca Cox Wilson

AUGUST 2021
Aimee Anne Wallace
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Science

**DIETETICS**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**APRIL 2021**

Angel McKenzie Aukema
Kaitlyn Datwyler Bastian
Braddin Lee Bell
Emily Annette Beutler
Kendra Jean Brooks
Alexis Marie Bulow
Mikayla Emerald Cooper
Kalli Marie Devlin
Hannah Erekson
Olivia Irene Eves
Deanna Antonia Golden
Mayra Garitza Hernandez Sanchez
Lauren Elizabeth Hopkin
Jessica Lindsey Jones
Kaitlyn Neelam Lees
Lydia Ann MacArthur
Sydney Elizabeth Means
Adelyn Musich
Kayla Marie Norton
Sierrahe Christine Owen
Kari Rayanne Page
Savannah Topham Parr
Abigail June Perry
Kara Lynn Phipps Reeve
Megan Alaine Sobieralski
Camille Helen Thompson
Dailyn Kay Tutuga
Savannah K Watt
Brittany Ann Woodbury
Hannah Mackenzie Woods
Heather Wright

**JUNE 2021**

Emily Lynn Anderson
Makenzie Taylor Christenson
Marisa Louise Pincock
Elisabeth Anne Russell

**FOOD SCIENCE**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**DECEMBER 2020**

Savannah Leigh Clark
Kristi Shannon Gowan
Kara Lyn Miller

**APRIL 2021**

Rachel Lynn Gillespie
Aaron Tomio Higuchi
Oliver Nathan Joyner
Katherine Ann Kieffer
Tsz Wun Koon
Taylor McKenna Monson
Sarah Elieson Munns
Julian Shelley
Brianne Katrina Wai

**JUNE 2021**

Brenna Louise Allen
Joshua Reid Higley
Natalie Christina Morgan
Amanda Nicole Purnell

**AUGUST 2021**

Anna Cornelia Evans

**NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**DECEMBER 2020**

Malena Nicole Bergan
Emily Katherine Hyde
Benjamin Joseph Jackson
Reuben Michael Lucero
Ryan Daniel Stockard

**APRIL 2021**

Spencer Harris Asay
Jaycen Walter Blomquist
Lindsay Michelle Brown
Kaitlin Spring Feil
Alexis Marie Gardner
Kaylie Anne Johnson
Kimberly Mae Mertens
Casey Palmer
Savannah Noel Pond
Mason Brandon Rankin
Michael Wade Smith
Megan Moss Walton

**JUNE 2021**

Joseph Landon Beales
Tess Elizabeth Hamblin
Allyson Wheeler Haynie
Almendra Melissa Lopez
Natalie Kaye Modersitzki

**AUGUST 2021**

Nathan Paul Coleman
Mauryyn Tyler Grande

**PHYSIOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY**

**BIOPHYSICS**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**DECEMBER 2020**

Damara Leigh Kitchens
Skylar Franklin Van Horne

**APRIL 2021**

Marin Marseilles Spear
Chadwick
Kjetil Daniel Collett
Elizabeth Jane Hick
Jacob Edward McKell
Mark Timothy Parsons
Daniel Armin Rose
Matthew David Wright

**JUNE 2021**

Bret H Mecham
Ryan Daniel Sorensen

**PHYSIOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**DECEMBER 2020**

Hayden Robert Blanchard
Chace Allen Edward Cook
Stephen Mark Facer
Alysée Giraud-Carrier
Jordan Taylor Graff
Samuel Phillip Hadfield
Kameron Smith Ho Ching
Joshua Emmanuel Monsivais
Tanner Karl Nelson
Steven K Olson
Dallin Robert Parker
Porter Kevin Rawlinson
Brandon James Earl Renninger
Yeram Park Stensrud
Megan Stephani

**APRIL 2021**

Hayden Richard Acor
Avery Nathan Allen
Brayden Parker Andrus
Adam Keith Baldwin
Ryan Thomas Baldwin
Andrew Mervin Barlow
Joseph David Bean
Devin Clark Bird
Tanner Cade Blaylock
Tien-Chi “Moses” Chang
Bradley David Christensen
Caleb George Chudleigh
Camron Brent Chugg
Jessica Clark
Weston Samuel Elson
Chandler Luke Eyre
Lance Steven Good
Hailey Kim-Thu Graviet
Clayton James Grundvig
Joseph Allen Hanny
Tyler Jon Hastings
Joseph Bryan Hobson
Matthew Grant Bybee
Holdaway
Spencer David Holmes
Amber Lynn Larson
Trenton Simeon Meline
Oscar Eduardo Meza
Contreas
Paul Scott Mika
Stephen J Peterson
John Thomas Pettit
Rebekah Anne Pierce
Rachel Elizabeth Pitt
Kiana Marie Renninger
Kamra Kaye Rivera
Thran Jacob Selph, Jr.
Dean Troy Siocum
Shelby Elizabeth Strickland
Fischer Bartley Summers
Wye Yow Teh  
Benton Christopher Tullis  
Conner Mitchell Ulrich  
Bryson Scott Walker  
Aaron Richard Wendt  

**JUNE 2021**  
Sara McKell Bailey  
Abraham R Coomer  
Gerardo Gamino  
Scott Dean Garrett  
Matthew David Goff  
Daniel Robert Goold  
Rachel Anne May  
Jason Rulon Olcott  
Colton Van Shepherd  
Joseph Paul Sherman  

**AUGUST 2021**  
Garrett Robert Coyle  
Aubrey Elizabeth Feinour  

**Plant and Wildlife Sciences**  

**ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE**  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**  

**DECEMBER 2020**  
Emmalyn Barker  
Saida Rubi Vera  
Christian Thomas Welling  

**APRIL 2021**  
Macey Bell  
Kristina Lyn Cass  
Savannah Renee Fahning  
Cecilia G Foster  
James Joseph Graff  
 Kimberly May Hansen  
Emma Leah Miller Horton  
Yang Li  
Ethan Adams Lowe  
Emilee Lyn Severe  
Samantha Rose Shumate  
Samuel Hamilton Stapley  
Dion Jordan Tapaje  
Carson Don Thompson  

**JUNE 2021**  
Chelsea Lizzette Abrahamian Mendez  
Christina Marie Grimes  
Kameesha Morris Kiefer  

**GENETICS AND BIOTECHNOLOGY**  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**  

**DECEMBER 2020**  
Emma Elizabeth Andrews  
Jessa Gardner Bergstrom  
Whitney Beth Bolingbrooke  
Hannah Celeste Boyce  

**APRIL 2021**  
Gabrielle Fabienne Ethier  
Derek Alan Herbst  
Karín Brea Johnson  
Peter Weston Maughan  
Alley Nicole Peo  
Kennedy Ann Traveller  
Eliza Rose Whatcott  
Karaline Renae White  

**JUNE 2021**  
Morgan Taylor Ivancovich  

**WILDLIFE AND WILDLANDS CONSERVATION**  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**  

**DECEMBER 2020**  
William Anson Ault  
Anna Marie Bruce  
David Daniel Lariviere  
Cassandra Leavitt-Lytle  
Megan Anne Llewellyn  
Daniel Alsek McGregor  

**APRIL 2021**  
Megan Noelle Ackerman  
Kainoaawaanuhea Noriko  
Ah Quin  
Martin Ignacio Batalla  
Valerie Bilier  
‘Aukai Keli‘aiapaha Camacho  
Natalie Cash Clark  
Mallory Estelle DeFord  
Otto William De Groff  
Jessie Emily Draper  
Kaylee Ruth Draughon  
Allison Lee Francis  
Holly Marie Gibson  
Lindsey Rees Henrie  
Riley Douglas Porter  
Aspen Gwen VanDerwerken  
Teresa Kay Whitesell  
Christopher Joseph Wilcox  
Anna Merkley Willyerd  

**JUNE 2021**  
Eva Tess Carlock  
Sara Summerhayes Crandall  
Stella de Oliveira Fragoso  
Scott Perry Duncan  
Leena Rose McKinney  
Katie Sue Merril  

**AUGUST 2021**  
Brianna Ashell Hardy  
Maren Anne Hatch  
Emily Anna Thueson
Candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of all requirements.